
Adversity, as they say, does not build character, but rather reveals it. The same holds true 

for highlighting the character of your organization and brand. A crisis like the COVID-19 

pandemic is a vital time to showcase what you stand for and reframe your value. It’s also 

a good time to remember that brand is so much more than your marketing. It is defined 

by how your organization lives, breathes and acts each day – driven by its underlying 

purpose. Here are some tips for living that purpose meaningfully during the crisis. 

Those who that thrive right now will be the ones who most effectively live their purpose 
through action. Rather than feel-good communications (of which there are already plenty) 

with a vague commitment to “being there for you,” focus on taking real, practical action, 

providing useful information and tangible solutions to the concerns your audiences are 

facing.  As you take these actions, it is OK to communicate them – and this “here’s what  

we’re doing” tone will come off as far more substantive and meaningful than something trite. 

It’s easy to generate an unfocused list of ideas bluntly addressing headline issues like 

mask shortages. Instead, make sure to home in on ideas that are well aligned to what 

your organization uniquely offers. This might be a good time to evaluate your values, 
purpose and strengths. When you and your team agree on your “why,” your reason for 

existing, you can then ask these questions of your ideas: 

 � What ways can you contribute that are unique to the value and  
perspective your organization brings? 

 � What organizational strengths can you tap into? 

 � What real challenges and directly impact your audiences and community?  

 � What information or insight can you offer that would be particularly  
valuable right now (which can include repurposing current materials)? 

 � What would your team be passionate about getting onboard with? 

 � What is attainable with your time and resources?  

Since your response to COVID-19 is very much a part of your brand, it’s important to 

identify what you want those actions to say about your organization. What do you  

want your audiences to take away from it? How do you want them to remember it  

down the line? How can it support your goals after the crisis passes? Be sure your  

actions now are consistent with the broader identity you want to build beyond the crisis. 

Building a purposeful brand that thrives during and after a crisis  

is both critical and challenging. Transcend can help. 

Living Your Purpose in the Time of COVID-19 

Focus your 
approach 

Define what you 
want to achieve 

Do first, then tell 
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WE’RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER

https://transcend-strategy.com/white-paper_building-brand/
https://www.fastcompany.com/90491778/every-covid-era-commercial-is-the-same-and-this-supercut-video-proves-it
https://transcend-strategy.com/contact/
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